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Developer Interview

BENEDIKT STRATMANN
Guess What? The Family is About to get BIGGER!

It’s official! The developer announces work on a 3D cockpit is advancing,
and the -500, -600 & -700 variants will be released in 2010!

EADT

X737/800/NG

BENEDIKT STRATMANN & EADT: WORKING TOWARD PERFECTION

The concept has been to turn EADT’s version of the 737 into a full-featured “Procedures Simulator” - but slowly,
one feature at a time. Version 4.2 gets them–and us–that much closer to perfection...by chipsim7 | xp10 reviews

Cs7: Could you tell us a little
about yourself, and your interest
in aviation? What sparked your
interest to develop your first
airplane for a flight simulator?
Was that first aircraft for XPlane?

aircraft in a sim. I started
working with Fly II, later, when it
was discontinued, I thought
about developing a completely
new sim, but then I began to
develop a really good 737 with
X-Plane, which appeared to be
the perfect platform for a flight
BS: I started playing with RC- m o d e l b a s e d o n p h y s i c a l
aircraft when I was a teenager; formulae.
later, when I studied physics, I
learned that flying is a complex Cs7: What can you tell us about
matter, but itʻs possible to EADT? How many people are
understand whatʻs going on involved, and what expertise in
there, and that was the moment design and/or aviation do they
when I was inspired to build bring to the group?
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Version 4.x a Major Upgrade
Release this past May and now in
version 4.2, the “NEW” x737 has
undergone major cosmetic
surgery!
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LIVERIES GALORE

BS: For a couple of years,
Pierre Stone from Sweden and I
were the core of EADT. Pierre
was even better than me in
tuning the flight model, and I
took the time to write a plugin
simulating the 737 systems like
the automatic flight system, fuel
systems and so on because
they are hard to simulate in
detail on a very general sim
platform like X-Plane. Pierre and
I have been working together for
more than 6 years now, and the
thrill we feel is getting stronger
with each new version! I could
hardly imagine continuing the
project without Pierre.
From the start we have had a
number of real-life 737-800
pilots giving us all the help we
need and rigorously testing each
revised model. And I must
mention Rob Rickards from

Australia, who has done an
awesome job on our project!
Since 2007 Dennis Pruefer from
Germany is the head of our
painting department. He is
creating great ideas for our
exterior model and has made a
huge number of high-end
liveries for the x737 aircraft.
Dennis has also checked more
than 100 liveries that our
painters from all over the world
have contributed to the project.
Many thanks, by the way!
Finally a new 3D designer has
joined our team, but his name
will be kept secret until he has
finished the new 3D cockpit that
we expect as a long awaited
enhancement of our aircraft. It
will be, we hope, released in
2011.
Cs7: Would you tell us about
why you chose to develop the

It’s all about choice!
There has never been anything like it
in the flight sim market… The sheer
number of liveries available with the
release of version 4 allows the X-Pilot
the freedom to choose the airline, or
airlines of his or her dreams.
The number of liveries available on
release was almost 120, and more
are being added at an astonishing
rate!

X737/800:
unrivaled night
textures!

AMAZING!
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Boeing 737 in the way that you
have? I am thinking more in
terms of your groupʼs focus on
one aircraft instead of many
different designs. I can see the
advantage, but could you talk
about why you chose this
course? What does your group
hope to accomplish over time
with this approach?

is a really perfect simulation of
the 737 aircraft instead of
several half-done projects, and
“really perfect” means that we
intend to code all systems,
enable all switches, knobs and
displays, tweak out the flight
model until you feel the smell of
JET A-1 fuel when you are using
the x737. Yes, we are targeting
a really good aircraft one day,
but without the pressure of
paying customers asking for
special features.
Another development line is to
open the x737 plugin for thirdparty products like Javierʻs
x737FMC, and other products.
We are working closely with a
number of teams from all over
the world to make x737 a viable
platform for expansion.

DETAILS DETAILS

BS: I had been flying in Boeing
737 aircraft frequently, but so I
did with other narrow-body
aircraft...maybe itʻs more an
emotional decision, but I always
loved the Boeing 737NG series
because it has a character, easy
to identify between other birds,
so I started with this one - and
have stayed faithful:-) During the
x737project development we
sometimes thought about
parallel developments, but Cs7: Can you describe the
finally we decided that our target challenges you faced gathering

EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK!

THE GLASS TEXTURES
ARE FANTASTIC...A
TRUE WORK OF ART!
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From the engine nacelles to the
landing gears, from the cabin doors
that open on command to the
fabulous detail found all over Boeing’s
glorious wing design, details abound.
Our favorites?
Check out the wind flex in turbulence,
and on a nice sunny day just look at
the windshield glimmer in the light!

MAGIC!
SIMPLY MAGIC!!!
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NIGHT AND DAY

EADT’S NEW GENERATION 737 IS SIMPLY GORGEOUS

Textures are as fantastic at night
as they are in daylight.
If you make lots of screenshots or
videos, the EADT x737 will not
disappoint. Everywhere you look you
find detail that impresses!

EADT is bringing the FULL FAMILY of Boeing 737NGs to X-Plane
the highly technical material for your early revised and modified until they told us the action
designs for the x737, and how you overcame
felt just like the real bird. Letʻs say x737 is the
these challenges?
product of a process of communication
between 737 professionals.
We’ll
BS: We have googled a lot, but it has
soon have four
been necessary to purchase a lot of
Cs7: Could you tell us generally how
models to
literature about 737NG aircraft.
these pilots test or use the SIM, and
choose from!
However constructing the x737 aircraft
how you utilize their feedback to
would have been impossible without the
upgrade the flight dynamics of the file?
help of our real-life pilots. In fact they tested
And, do you feel that X-Plane has
hundreds of internal betas, and every switch was advantages over other simulations when it comes
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to developing an accurate flight There seems to be great interest
model?
in Javier Rollonʼs CRJ and XP
Jets 777. Do you see EADT
BS: As mentioned above the competing head-to-head with
real-life pilots were the core of these developers, or do you
our development, especially in want to attract a different
the early development stage. In segment of the market?
2009/10 we shifted focus to the
3 D m o d e l s o w e w o r k e d BS: In fact we are attracting a
together with a number of good special segment of the market!
painters. This will change again The CRJ and the XPjets 777 will
now as we are going to expand be great products, but Pierre
the system simulations for the and I are determined to keep
next releases.
our freedom - we both have
family and take our time for the
Cs7: With what you now know family whenever we want, free
about aircraft design, what of the pressure to release a bugadvice would you give someone fix or an improved model. We
contemplating developing their are taking a lot of time to make
first aircraft? How would you the x737 better and better, and
advise them to proceed? What we do not intend to stop working
d e s i g n t o o l s d o y o u on this before itʻs really
recommend?
complete and perhaps even
better than many payware
BS: Well, first of all, look for a products, but without fighting the
reliable partner for development competition. To be honest, I
and testing! Building an aircraft d o n ʻ t s e e t h a t p r o d u c i n g
is a hard job if you donʻt get payware is a quality feature - Iʻm
feedback. Secondly donʻt start frequently testing payware and
without an outline of your target freeware aircraft, some of them
- make a mini-roadmap to clarify are really great, but a lot of
your focus: Is the flight model payware isnʻt worth the money
your first target, or do you want you spend while some (not all)
a 3D model that is better than freeware aircraft are really
the one of the existing aircraft, awesome! The very idea of
or are the systems in the focus f r e e w a r e r e p r e s e n t e d a
of your interest. It is impossible departure from the FSX world,
t o s t a r t w i t h a l l t h e s e itʻs a philosophy, if you want. I
development aspects at once! wouldnʼt say no to professional
Iʻm convinced that it is better to extensions of the x737 software,
release an aircraft with a superb by the way!
exterior model or cockpit and We have a number of requests
give the users a perspective for from professional hardware sim
future releases.
builders, and maybe we are
going to satisfy their needs one
Cs7: And what is your thinking day. This, of course, would not
about going pro and developing be free:-)
a payware version of the 737?
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Cs7: What trends do you see in
the X-Plane environment
building over the next few years,
and what plans does EADT
have to meet these
developments?
X-Plane has made awesome
progress. What Iʻm missing is a
really good integrated
development environment in XPlane; in fact is has gotten
worse...PlaneMakerʼs
capabilities have been extended
with each new version, but when
you edit the panel, you are
facing another GUI, and thatʻs
bad because it takes time to
switch between the
“philosophies”. To test a panel
modification you still have to
switch to X-Plane, load the
aircraft...too much time! In
former X-Plane releases we
used “World-Maker” to build
scenery (I made sceneries some
years ago), now you have to
walk through WED use an
external 3D editor and - at least
if you want to do a good job the scenery tools from Marginal!
Thatʻs a really confusing thing
for newbies and itʼs simply time
consuming for professionals.
For the aircraft systems, EADT
has chosen the way of
overriding X-Plane totally; this is
a very effective method if you
are good in coding and in fact
the only way to build realistic
systems simulations. Iʻm getting
a lot of feedback from our users,
and as a summary I would like
to mention that there is no
autopilot except the x737
override that works really like
the one in the real-world aircraft!
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THERE IS NOT ANY OTHER AIRCRAFT...
...available in X-Plane with so many liveries available. It
was a fantastic undertaking, and all are very well done!
The same is valid for fuel
systems, electrical bus systems
and so on. So we are going the
way of letting X-Plane simulate
the flight model and letting x737
do the rest!
Cs7: There are new
technologies emerging in
computers, notably faster CPUs
and more powerful graphics
processors becoming widely
available. One other
development interests many of
our readers: the iPad. For
instance, we hear that many
people are using their iPads to
display PDF files of operating
manuals or charts next to their
main screen. I can see
something like Javierʼs uFMC
being used there, also. Does
EADT have any plans to utilize
this new technology?
BS: We are currently in the
process of defining interfaces for
networking with x737. I donʻt
see a reason why we should not
use iPads for x737

enhancements. First, we
have to gather our ideas
now after the hard 3D
period for version 4!
Cs7: Last, if you feel
free to discuss this,
can you tell us about
any
upgrade
projects currently
under development at
EADT?
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Is there something you’d like to see

•
•
•
•

Are you a developer?
Want to get the word out about a
new project?
WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!
Get in touch via the blog today!

Well, Iʼd say we have the
answer to THE question right
here!
The next major enhancement for
the x737 be model variants later
this year, followed by (insert
drumroll here please!) a full 3D
cockpit in 2011!!!
And will there be products in the
pipeline to take advantage of the
iPad? Time will tell, of course,
but just the thought of flying
EADTs x737 in 3D ought to be
enough to cause some
sleepless nights! I know it will
here at Chaos Manor!

As always we have booked the
two months after a big release
f o r b u g - fi x e s a n d m i n o r
improvements. We were, shortly
before version 4.1, developing a
r e a l l y v e r y g o o d fl i g h t
performance (Pierre has worked
hard on this), some hundreds of
changes in the exterior model,
some cockpit fixes (better trim
indicators and flap handle) and
a/p tweaks. Next for 2010 is the
completion of the the 737 family,
namely the -600, -700 and -900/
ER variants. However, our Well, weʼve got lotʼs lined up in
roadmap is looking towards OUR pipeline, so stayed tuned
2011. And thanks!
for more...NEXT WEEK!

The XPLANE 10 Blog
covered?

Liveries?
You want
freedom of
choice?

THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT X-PLANE
REVIEWS OF AIRCRAFT AND SCENERY
DEVELOPER INTERVIEWS
VIDEOS AND SCREENSHOTS

On The Horizon

XP 10 REVIEWS
We bring the best news and
reviews to you, so join us next
week for more.

TWO SURPRISE INTERVIEWS!
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Major new release aircraft: video preview!
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